
 ENGAGING AND SERVING CITIZENS  

The Orange County Sheriff’s Department 

Increases Citizen Satisfaction with 

Microsoft Dynamics.  

With approximately 4000 sworn officers, over 20 

patrol stations, the Orange County Sheriff’s 

Department (OCSD) is a large, multi-faceted law 

enforcement agency serving over 3M citizens. In 

addition to simplifying their IT infrastructure with the 

cloud and increasing the mobility of officers to help 

increase public safety, this county’s law enforcement 

leadership needs to manage and secure critical data, 

such as in car and on person video feeds and 

surveillance footage. They need an end to end, full 

solution that can scale with them for the future and 

can manage ever increasing volumes of data.  

Microsoft Dynamics CRM provides a view of the data 

that helps the department understand and mitigate 

risk, implement policies and take precautions that 

reduce risk to both officers and citizens.  

Transparency is the key to trust.  The OCSD 

provides a newfound transparency to the press, its 

public oversight committee (the Office of 

Independent Review), and the public itself, thanks to 

the ability they have to capture a range of 

operational data in a single system. By increasing 

their ability to understand and utilize data, they 

increase their ability to share insights with the public.   

Now is the time to modernize your agency in an 

effort to take control of your communication 

Communication norms have changed. Police 

agencies use social media. Public safety and defense 

organizations are focused on the safety of 

communities and citizens by preserving sovereignty, 

responding to incidents and catastrophes, and 

ultimately keeping their constituents safe and 

secure.  As we have seen recently, news and 

information around crime and investigations can 

rush through social media channels and 24 hour 

televised cycles, driving change at an extremely rapid 

pace.  

“From before deploying Microsoft Dynamics CRM to now, public trust in the department has 

increased.”  Paul D’Auria, Captain, Orange County Sheriff's Department 

  



 

A few years ago, it was different.  In 2013, the NY Times published a groundbreaking article titled Hey, 

@SeattlePD: What’s the Latest? The story was of a modern day communication with citizens through Twitter.   The 

Seattle Police Department, which presides over one of the nation’s more tech-savvy — if not saturated — cities, 

was one of the first to have an active twitter feed with 51 hyper-local neighborhood Twitter accounts providing 

moment-to-moment crime reports.     

It is now the norm to communicate with residents through Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.  Microsoft 

Dynamics is the best option to help you manage this communication.  These 3 channels are the most frequently 

used by law enforcement, according to the IACP center for social media. These modern tools allow citizens to 

stay connected and aware with up to date warnings and information to help them stay safe. 

 

With Microsoft Social Engagement, you can listen, analyze, and drive engagement all within 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  

Listen Everywhere.  Harness the power of the social web by analyzing what people are saying on 

social media and in the news from Twitter, Facebook, videos, blogs, and news syndication. Spot trends 

and receive alerts about current conditions for more enhanced situational awareness.  

Analyze the situation.  More insightful and interactive analytics with richer data help law 

enforcement gain a true understanding of topics that matter most. Our visual filter allows you 

segment your data by source, sentiment, location, or author. Our unique sentiment monitoring 

combines natural language processing and machine learning techniques to evaluate keywords in 

posts to determine whether they are positive, negative, or neutral. 

Connect with citizens.  Empower agencies and officers to collaborate with customizable streams 

from a combination of sources. Build deeper relationships with citizens by empowering them to 

engage with social communities on Facebook and Twitter.1 

 

Now, 95% of agencies use some type of social 

media.  Talk about speed of change in our 

modern world 

“The bottom line is that more criminals are 

being captured, making the streets safer.” Dave 

Orford, Durham Assistant Chief Constable 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-social.aspx  

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-social.aspx


As the expectations for multi-channel 

communication rises, so do Microsoft’s 

efforts to be the best and most 

compliant answer to increase 

communication with team members and 

citizens.   

Durham Constabulary knows: Effective, easy 

access to data captures criminals.   

Police want nothing more than to solve crimes and 

protect the citizens they serve. In Durham, U.K., 

cases are being solved more quickly than ever 

before, even with fewer officers, thanks to the 

Crime and Intelligence management system built 

on Microsoft Dynamics. Police investigations 

depend on data, and ensuring that the data is 

accurate and readily available to police in the field 

is a powerful way to make officers more productive 

and help them in ensuring the safety of our 

communities.   

Enabled by mobile devices, this police force has 

anytime, anywhere access to critical intelligence, 

and can communicate more quickly and accurately.  

The right tools help officers enter records more 

efficiently, track connections and solve cases using 

a simple, intuitive interface. They track records of 

engagements and actions, providing social insights 

and intelligence to investigators. Insight into social 

media allows officers to receive real-time 

communication updates from the public.  This kind 

of force can solve more crimes more quickly, taking 

criminals off the street reducing their likelihood of 

committing more offenses, making communities 

safer for residents. 

One single citizen view allows Durham police to 

make more informed decisions. When officers in 

the field pull up information regarding a citizen, an 

incident, or a place, they have access to tools that 

provide a familiar, inclusive interface and all-

encompassing view of previous interaction, arrest 

record, prior complaints, citations, and other 

pertinent history.  This allows officers and case 

managers to have a more encompassing view of 

the situation, and potentially avoid a struggle in 

providing excellent service. 

Be Responsive, Productive, and Effective, like 

Durham.  Every public safety and national security 

organization is going through, or at the very least, 

evaluating, digital transformation to reduce cost, 

improve effectiveness and delivery. But Public 

safety and national security costs continue to rise, 

largely due to aging and antiquated infrastructures 

that are isolated from one another.  The need for 

effective communications, cross collaboration, and 

sharing of information necessitates datacenter 

modernization and consolidation, as well as the 

development and deployment of modern tools to 

accomplish mission critical tasks.  

 

After researching the options, The Durham 

Constabulary has found a secure and user-friendly 

CRM solution that will accommodate their growing 

needs:  Microsoft Dynamics.   

Let’s see what Microsoft could do for you. 



 

Microsoft Dynamics  

Our solution provides a secure, scalable, and cost effective option that takes full 

advantage of a secure cloud. 

Our Solution is Secure: As a Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online customer, you have entrusted Microsoft to help 

protect your data. Microsoft values this trust and cares deeply about the privacy and security of your data. We 

strive to take a leadership role in industry privacy, security, and compliance practices through the following trust 

principles. We are the first major cloud provider to be independently verified as having adopted ISO/IEC 27018, 

the world's first international cloud privacy standard as part of a broader commitment from Microsoft to 

protecting the privacy of our customers. 

Yes, even for mobile solutions. Meet and exceed regulatory expectations through Microsoft’s Cloud You Can 

Trust Enterprise Mobility Suite (EMS) offering. You can take the burden of maintaining your own infrastructure 

and shift it to the secure cloud, freeing yourself up to focus on fighting crime.  

Access the right data at the right time: How do you collaborate to provide the right people with the right 

information at the right time? Help teams collaborate more effectively and efficiently. Allow those in the field to 

communicate and interoperate in real time to coordinate their response to local emergencies and national crises 

with unified communication capabilities—video conferencing, instant messaging, and online portals for sharing 

data. 

Be Cost effective: Accomplish IT goals within resource and budget constraints using tools that seamlessly 

integrate with your existing systems and are familiar and easy to use—keeping your staff productive, operations 

efficient, and citizens safe.  Providing a single location where personnel can efficiently collaborate makes better 

use of resources, saving money and time, and allows officers to make more informed decisions. 

Modernize to serve.  Translate modern changes into opportunities to protect your citizens.  

 

Get started today.  
With Microsoft’s cost-effective Dynamics platform, you can reimagine mobility, gain greater agility, and drive 

the innovation that helps create a positive experience for your citizens.  

Discover more about Microsoft Dynamics for PSNS.   

Learn about our mobile device solutions for PSNS organizations.  

Explore more by reading the Microsoft PSNS Blog.  

 

www.microsoft.com/dynamics 

  

 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/government/solutions/public-safety-justice/default.aspx#fbid=HpZPxEdaPBt
hhttp://www.microsoft.com/en-us/government/solutions/public-safety-justice/mobility/default.aspx#fbid=HpZPxEdaPBt
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/government/blogs/public-safety-defense/default.aspx?WT.z_evt=WebClick#fbid=HpZPxEdaPBt
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics

